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M a r c h   1 5 ,  2 0 8 7

Terrorists Worldwide Pulling Together To

Create “A Horrible Synergy”

By Tom Brown

Rumors now appear to be correct that dozens, perhaps hundreds,

of known terrorists are wending their way to a secret South

American enclave where they will “elect” one of them to lead all

terrorists worldwide.

If true, this would mark a dramatic turn of events in the history of

worldwide terrorism. Or, as one terrorism expert phrased it, “This is

going to be a horrible synergy!”

Another expert expanded on that thought. “If what we hear is true, this

would far surpass the poisoned water supplies in 2039 and the 100 jets

simultaneously held hostage in 2071,” said a reliable but anonymous

source at the U.S. Central Intelligence Command. “If all these loose

bands of terrorists do pull together — and actually begin to work in some

sort of unison — this would be a syndicate to rival any band of criminals,

ever!”
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According to reports from government crime centers in nine different

countries, the whereabouts of known terrorists suddenly “fell off the

radar screen” last weekend. A senior government official in Moscow

reportedly sent an urgent plea via INTERCONNECT, the private tie-line

used by major police bureaus, to ask for an “immediate inventory” of all

terrorists in all countries. One source at the Central Intelligence

Command, in Washington, D.C., confirmed that up to fifty or more

known terrorists were not able to be located in places where they are

usually subject to routine surveillance.

“There’s absolutely no question that something is going on,” the Central

Intelligence Command source said. “We now believe that terrorists are

joining together for purposes we can’t even begin to predict.

“But it would appear that whatever we thought was terrorism in the past

is about to escalate to a whole new level of meaning!” |<
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